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Business Tips for
Studio Owners
Why should you introduce clay puzzling in your
studio?
Clay puzzling is a fun and easy technique for anyone
of any age. Best of all, you can make money! Clay is
inexpensive in comparison to purchasing bisque. The
cost for clay to complete this birdbath is under $10.
What would you pay for large bisque shapes like this?
What’s my investment and how much can I make?
Your investment in puzzler molds (which are reusable) is less than $100. If you charged customers $75
to make a birdbath, you’d have your entire investment
back after only two customers. You’d make enough
to covers the colors and firing. After that, you’ve only
got the cost of clay (around $10), colors and firing. At
$75 or more each time, the profits add up!
Don’t forget, the base puzzler mold makes great
vases and puzzling can be done up to any point in the
mold, so you can make tall shapes or short shapes.
Add an extruder and make coiled shapes. Combine
coils and solid puzzling to achieve unique creations.
How do I determine pricing for puzzling?
Most studios will have certain bisque shapes set aside
for puzzling. If the all-inclusive price to create the
bisque shape is $25, then it’s $25 to use the shape
with clay, fire and glaze. HUGE profits can be made
because the bisque form can be uses over and over.
If working with puzzler molds, determine the price
by the size and shape. Compare it to something you
already have and make the price comparable. In many
cases you’ll discover it only takes one or two uses to
cover your investment. After that the profits really
roll in!
What about firing?
Allow sufficient drying time for clay and don’t rush
it with fans or heat initially. Drying clay items too
quickly can cause them to crack. Once they look like
they are dry (in about a week) place them on top of

a firing kiln so the heat can work out any remaining
moisture. Fire clay shapes to the recommended cone
supplied by the manufacturer. Most low-fire clay bodies are fired to cone 04 and the glaze is fired to cone
06. Don’t fire clay in with glaze items because if all
the moisture is not out, and the item pops, the chunks
can stick to glaze items.
Do I need to fire the items twice?
It’s best to fire the clay, apply colors and fire again.
This also brings the customer back into your store
a second time...not a bad thing! However, if your
customers want to build and paint in one setting, offer clay-based underglaze products that work on wet
clay. That way the customer can do it all in one sitting. Once dry, you fire it to the clay temperature and
then dip and fire a second time.
How much space do I need?
You probably already have a large selection of
bisque shapes and you can simply place signs next to
the items you’re offering for clay puzzling. Keep the
puzzler shapes on a back shelf or in a cabinet. You’ll
need a little space for clay which usually comes in
boxes that can be stacked wherever you have small
spaces. Pressing towels and tools can be placed near
the sink by other sponges, brushes and tools. So you
really don’t need much space!
Do I need a special clay work area?
Some studio owners who have the space have separate areas or tables reserved for clay work. Others will
only offer it on certain days or at scheduled times.
Clay can be a little messier and may require a little
more clean up than traditional painting techniques.
Why will my customers love clay?
Your customers will love the chance to try something
new they can have success with. Unlike free-form
hand building or wheel throwing, your customers have a shape or form they are using so they get
consistent results. They also walk away saying and
knowing they made the entire piece from start to finish. They will encourage friends to give it a try and
bring you new customers.

